
Content

Do you already have in-depth knowledge and practical experience with Adobe After Effects and want
to get the most out of the powerful compositing program? Then this Advanced Training course is for
you. 

The possibilities in the area of 2D and 3D compositing have been greatly expanded in recent years by
the further development of After Effects. Numerous new tools and workflow tips will deepen your
knowledge in this training. You will learn how to achieve the highest quality results in the shortest time
possible using After Effects tools.

The course builds on the latest developments, so you will also learn the new features of the latest
updates:

Advanced keying
Mocha Tracker
Advanced 3D Tracking
Cinema 4D integration

Cineware
Cinema 4D Lite introduction
Cinema 4D renderer for extrusion 3D objects (masks, shape layers and text layers)

Motion Design with the Typoanimation Engine
Motion Design with expressions
CINEWARE Plugin for exchange with Cinema 4D

Key Learnings

Learning how to use After Effects tools to achieve the highest quality results in the shortest
amount of time
Using Keylight to punch complex green or blue screen templates for optimal quality
Understanding shape tracking in Mocha
Developing a range of 3D tracking skills
Operating Cineware or Cinema 4D Lite to easily create and animate complex 3D objects
Operating the 3D renderer
Developing skills in working with motion design typo animation engines
Understanding how to develop sophisticated motion design using Expressions

Methodology & didactics

Informative, exemplary and hands-on learning sequence
Gain practical insights into best practices for using the tools you have learned and implement
inspiring application examples in the hands-on section

Adobe After Effects – Advanced («AFTF»)
You will learn techniques and workflows that allow you to take full advantage of After Effects in motion
design, keying, tracking and 3D integration. The course is completed by insights into best practices and
the implementation of application examples.

Duration: 2 days
Price: 1'900.– 
Course documents: Digicomp courseware
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Target audience

This course is aimed at graphic designers, designers and motion graphics artists with a sound
knowledge of After Effects who want to deepen and broaden their knowledge.

Requirements

You have a basic knowledge of After Effects or a comparable qualification.

Adobe After Effects – Basics («AFT»)

Additional information

Info about the room equipment
Our courses take place on Windows or Apple devices. On request, we will be happy to provide you with
an Apple computer in Zurich, Bern and Basel. Please let us know in advance by sending an e-mail
to info@digicomp.ch. You can also bring your own laptop.

For virtual participation, we recommend the use of an additional monitor (not just a laptop) so that you
can fully follow and participate in the lesson. 

Adobe CC Software
The Adobe Creative Cloud Software will be fully available in the classrooms during the course.
However, it is not possible to use the software via Digicomp licenses from home during the course.

Any questions?

We are happy to advise you on +41 44 447 21 21 or info@digicomp.ch. You can
find detailed information about dates on www.digicomp.ch/courses-media-
communication/publishing/adobe/aftereffects/course-adobe-after-effects-
advanced
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